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By Jeffrey Archer

Pan Macmillan. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, A Twist in the Tale (New edition),
Jeffrey Archer, The expected never happens .A man calls unexpectedly on his mistress and sees
another man leaving her flat. Accusing her of being unfaithful, he quarrels with her, strikes her. She
dies. Leaving unseen, he tips off the police so that the other man is arrested and charged .Has he
achieved 'The Perfect Murder'? A tantalising opening to A Twist in the Tale, a fantastic collection of
short stories from bestselling author Jeffrey Archer. Consider also: a wine-tasting with a bizarre
difference, a game of sex with a sexy stranger, a violent row in a golf clubhouse bar, a rivalry
founded on eating cornflakes .just some of the openings in this cunningly constructed, fast-
moving, entertaining set of stories from the bestselling author. 'Probably the greatest storyteller of
our age' Mail on Sunday.
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ReviewsReviews

I just started o  reading this article publication. Sure, it is actually perform, continue to an amazing and interesting literature. Your daily life period will be
transform as soon as you full reading this article pdf.
-- Dessie Gaylord-- Dessie Gaylord

It is an amazing publication which i actually have at any time go through. It really is writter in easy words and phrases rather than hard to understand. Its
been developed in an extremely easy way which is merely following i finished reading through this pdf in which actually changed me, affect the way i think.
-- Garry Lind-- Garry Lind
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